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Abstract: Biogas is drawing attention as it can be a solution both to increase the renewable energy for
heat or power supply and to help achieve a decarbonized economy. In this work, the measurements
of the speed of sound of three mixtures of biogas from the biomethanation plant of the municipal
waste of Valdemingómez, Madrid (Spain), are presented. The measurements were performed using
an acoustic resonator, which is able to measure the speed of sound of gas mixtures with a relative
expanded uncertainty of approximately 0.08%. A virial-type equation was also applied to fit the
experimental values of the speed of sound, and the heat capacities as perfect gas were derived with
uncertainties below 0.8%. In addition, the experimental results were compared with those calculated
with the reference equations of state for natural gas mixtures such as GERG-2008 and AGA8-DC92.
For both equations, the average relative deviations were less than 0.02% and 0.2% for the speed of
sound and the heat capacities, respectively. These values are less than the uncertainties of these
equations, demonstrating their reliability in predicting the thermodynamic behavior of biogas.

Keywords: biogas; speed of sound; acoustic resonator

1. Introduction

Anaerobic digestion of organic material by microorganisms results in the production
of biogas under anaerobic conditions. In recent years, this treatment, as applied to waste
and residues from agriculture and industry, municipal organic waste, sewage sludge, etc.,
has become as one of the most attractive renewable energy pathways. Biogas is a renewable
fuel that can be utilized to produce heat and electricity or as a vehicle fuel [1]. However, the
composition of raw biogas is mainly CH4 (50% to 60%) and CO2 (40% to 50%), as well as
other gases, such as N2, CO, O2, H2, H2O, or H2S, which involves an upgrading treatment
to obtain biomethane of higher purity; this process implies CO2 removal, desulfurization,
or dehumidification [2]. The purification level depends on the final application of the
biogas; more impurities are admissible for electrical energy production in gas turbines than,
for example, for injection into the natural gas grid, which requires a purity of methane
greater than 95% [3]. The use of biogas as an alternative energy gas is being promoted by
European energy policy to increase the presence of renewable energy and as a measure to
decarbonize the economy.

This study is focused on the biomethanation plant “La Paloma” of the Valdemingómez
landfill, Madrid (Spain). Raw biogas (2000 Nm3/h) is upgraded using a water scrubber
technique to remove H2S and CO2. This facility is the first in Spain that injects the biogas
into the national gas network. This plant produces 5·× 106 Nm3/year of biomethane. There
is also a cogeneration plant that uses the biogas as fuel.

This work is part of our research interest in the thermodynamic characterization of
new energy gases. Accurate knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of these mixtures
is of great importance for the design and optimization of all the involved processes, such
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as production, transport, and storage. Moreover, the speed of sound is an important
thermophysical property that is widely used to characterize these mixtures, as it provides
information about the medium through which it passes [4,5]. The speed of sound can
be measured or calculated with equations of state, so accurate experimental data are
essential to test the reliability of the equations of state. Additionally, the speed of sound
of these gas mixtures is needed to calibrate the flow meters, which use sonic nozzles [6].
Rahmouni et al. [7] presented a methodology using speed of sound, among other properties,
to control the composition of the biogas during combustion.

Scarce data are available on the speed of sound in natural-gas-like mixtures. Natural
gas mixtures were measured by Ewing and Goodwin [8], Labes et al. [9], and Youn-
glove et al. [10]. Other authors have measured synthetic mixtures; for example, Costa-
Gomes and Trusler [11] measured a five-component mixture, Ahmadi et al. [12] performed
measurements for a seven-component mixture, and our group previously published mea-
surements of speed of sound for a synthetic mixture of four components [13].

The novelty of this work is that the presented speed of sound measurements cor-
respond to three real biogas samples. The samples were taken in different stages of the
bio-methanation process and were characterized to verify both the performance of the
process and the thermodynamic models used for natural-gas-like mixtures, such as the
AGA8-DC92 [14] and the GERG-2008 [15,16] equations of state.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

As mentioned, the samples under study were taken at three different stages of the
process: the first sample is a raw mixture collected from the outlet of the digesters where
the biogas is produced by anaerobic digestion of organic waste (“Raw biogas”), the sec-
ond mixture comes from the intermediate step of the backwashing process to reduce the
concentration of carbon dioxide (“Washed biogas”), and the third biogas mixture is the
final product (“Biomethane”) when the upgrading process is completed by pressure swing
adsorption (PSA) just before its injection into the natural gas grid. The samples were
delivered in 5 L stainless-steel bottles with pressures not higher than 0.2 MPa.

The composition of the samples and the corresponding uncertainties are summarized
in Table 1. The mixtures were analyzed by gas chromatography in an external laboratory.

Table 1. Molar composition (xi) and expanded (k = 2) uncertainty (U(xi)) of the three samples from
the biomethanation plant of the Valdemingómez landfill in Madrid (Spain).

Raw Biogas Washed Biogas Biomethane

Compound xi U(xi) xi U(xi) xi U(xi)

Methane 0.60145 0.00047 0.72874 0.00032 0.96494 0.00020
Carbon Dioxide 0.39198 0.00071 0.26403 0.00085 0.01856 0.00017
Carbon Monoxide 0.000010 0.000006 0.000010 0.000006 0.000010 0.000006
Oxygen 0.000010 0.000006 0.00404 0.00023 0.00300 0.00011
Nitrogen 0.002011 0.000058 0.002021 0.000058 0.01348 0.00026
Hydrogen 0.000010 0.000006 0.000010 0.000006 0.000010 0.000006
Pentane 0.00021 0.00012 0.00021 0.00012 - -
Isopentane 0.00021 0.00012 0.00021 0.00012 - -
Hexane 0.00019 0.00011 0.00019 0.00011 - -
Hydrogen Sulfide 0.001227 0.000042 0.000530 0.000008 - -

2.2. Equipment

Measurements of speed of sound in these mixtures were carried out using a spherical
resonator manufactured at Imperial College on London based on the design of Trusler and
Ewing [17]. A detailed description can be found in references [13,18], but the main features
of the technique are described below. Figure 1 shows a picture of the resonator and its
schematic view.
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Figure 1. A schematic view of the spherical resonator [18]: 1, spherical cavity; 2, acoustic transducers;
3, copper block where the sphere is suspended; 4, thermoresistance holders; 5, main structure;
6, inlet/outlet pipe; 7, thermostatic vessel; 8, vacuum vessel. On the right is a picture of the resonator.

Two aligned hemispheres made of grade 321 austenitic stainless steel and welded by
electron beam form the spherical resonant cavity, the nominal radius of which is 40 mm,
with a thickness of 11 mm. The two transducers used as source and detector are placed on
the inner surface of the north shell. The source transducer is fed by the wave generator,
whereas the exit signal of the transducer detector is preamplified and supplied to a lock-in;
the relative standard uncertainty of frequency measurement is below 1 part in 106.

The resonator is maintained at a constant temperature using a system with different
stages and three temperature control loops. A first control is performed on the copper
block from which the cavity is hung; the heat flow provided from the copper block to the
resonator is controlled with a heater and a platinum resistance thermometer, maintaining
the set temperature for the experiment. Two capsule-type platinum resistance thermometers
located on the north and south hemispheres are used to measure the mean temperature of
the gas through an ac bridge, with an estimated standard uncertainty of 2 mK. The heat
transfer between the resonant cavity and the shield is minimized by the vacuum induced
between the two in a radiation trap. To operate below ambient temperature, the system is
immersed in a Dewar vessel, which is fed with ethanol from an external thermostatic bath.

The pressure is measured by means of a piezoelectric quartz transducer, which is
placed on the top of the gas inlet tube. The relative standard uncertainty of the pressure
sensor is 0.01%.

The cylinder is charged with the gas mixture from the bottle. Once the pressure
is suitable, the spherical resonator temperature is set to the measuring conditions. The
measurements were carried out isothermally at different temperatures: the spherical res-
onator is initially full of gas at the highest pressure; then, the pressure is reduced for each
measuring point.
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2.3. Speed of Sound Calculation

The experimental technique does not measure speed of sound directly, but the acoustic
resonance frequency is related to the speed of sound (w). In the case of a spherical cavity,
the relation is expressed as Equation (1) [4]:

w = (2πa flm)/ϑlm (1)

where a is the inner radius of the cavity, and flm is the frequency of resonance for the
“lm” mode, ϑlm is the eigenvalue for the “lm” acoustic resonance mode. The measured
magnitude is the frequency; the eigenvalues are calculated according to Bessel’s spherical
equations [10]. The internal radius of the spherical resonator must be calculated and is
determined by measuring the resonance frequencies for argon [18], the equation of state
and speed of sound of which are well known [19].

Equation (1) is completely true for a perfect spherical cavity. However, some correc-
tions of frequency should be taken into account, such as the thermal boundary layer, bulk
viscosity, shell coupling, and holes in the shell, due to imperfections of the cavity. The
correctness of the above acoustic model is assessed by evaluation of the dispersion of the
speed of sound and the difference between the experimental and the calculated resonance
half-widths and the excess half-widths (∆g), defined as:

∆g = gexp − gcalc = gexp − (gth + gcl + g0) (2)

where gth is the heat losses in the thermal boundary layer, gcl is the classical viscous and
thermal energy losses in the bulk of the fluid, and g0 is the energy dissipation in the inlet
and blind gas ducts.

3. Results

The speed of sound is related to thermodynamic properties according to the following
definition (3):

w2 =

(
∂p
∂ρ

)
S

(3)

where p is pressure, ρ is the mass density, and S is entropy.
For a perfect gas, the speed of sound is

w2 = RTγpg/M (4)

in which R is the gas constant, T is temperature, γpg = cpg
p /cpg

v stands for the perfect
gas–heat capacity ratio, and M is the molar mass of the mixture.

When sound is continuously produced in a closed cavity, the acoustic wave forms a
standing wave; if the frequency of this wave generated by a source coincides with one of
the natural frequencies (normal modes of vibration) of the cavity, resonance is produced.
The simplified acoustic model for a spherical cavity allows for calculation of the speed of
sound using the resonance frequencies of the gas-filled spherical resonator through the
radial natural modes. In our measurement procedure, the first four acoustic radial modes,
i.e., (0, 2), (0, 3), (0, 4), and (0, 5), are recorded; the speeds of sound reported in Table 2 were
obtained from the average of these four values.
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Table 2. Experimental speeds of sound (wexp) of the three studied biogas mixtures, relative expanded
(k = 2) uncertainty (Ur(wexp)), and relative differences (∆wr,EoS = (wexp − wEoS)/wEoS) from the speeds
of sound predicted by the AGA8-DC92 and GERG-2008 Equations of State.

p/MPa wexp/m·s−1 106·Ur(wexp) 106·∆wr,AGA 106·∆wr,GERG

Raw Biogas at T = 300.00 K

0.74302 342.108 735 234 161
0.69614 342.318 728 217 149
0.59837 342.756 734 190 132
0.50091 343.182 729 197 149
0.39619 343.684 724 81 46
0.29868 344.107 724 108 84
0.19898 344.533 724 154 144
0.15288 344.737 730 159 155

Washed Biogas at T = 273.00 K

0.78036 350.855 924 115 69
0.71455 351.216 917 113 64
0.61725 351.753 919 107 55
0.52538 352.260 946 101 46
0.42046 352.840 915 99 42
0.31978 353.397 912 98 40
0.21686 353.963 910 111 52
0.14440 354.444 912 −111 −169

Washed Biogas at T = 325.00 K

0.77172 382.184 939 −19 −129
0.71425 382.346 938 −41 −149
0.61857 382.603 937 −36 −141
0.52221 382.890 943 −102 −204
0.41324 383.197 937 −122 −219
0.31511 383.490 935 −178 −269
0.21595 383.765 931 −172 −258
0.14771 383.957 947 −172 −254

Biomethane at T = 325.00 K

0.84447 454.778 479 −59 28
0.77356 454.943 477 −135 −52
0.70564 455.077 471 −153 −75
0.62046 455.260 471 −205 −133
0.51741 455.434 472 −154 −88
0.41480 455.629 471 −145 −86
0.32008 455.750 517 0.4 53

Standard uncertainties (k = 1): ur(p) = 0.0001; u(T) = 2 mK.

The measurements were performed at temperatures between 273 K and 325 K corre-
sponding to the working temperature range of the technique; this is also the same range
as that used in our laboratory for a synthetic biogas mixture [13], enabling a comparison
between the two datasets.

For these mixtures, the main contributions to the overall uncertainty come from the
uncertainty of the gas composition and the determination of the sphere radius through
speed of sound measurements in argon.

Moreover, the experimental results were compared with the AGA8-DC92 [14] and
GERG-2008 [15,16] equations of state; these values were obtained using NIST REFPROP
10.0 software (Reference fluid thermodynamic and transport properties database) [20].

For a real gas, the squared speed of sound data can be fitted to a virial-type equation
of state (5):

w2(p, T) = A0 + A1 p + A2 p2 + . . . (5)
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where A0 = γpgRT/M, A1 = γpgβa(T)/M, A2 = γpg(γa(T) − B(T)βa(T))/MRT, βa stands for
the second acoustic virial coefficient, γa stands for the third acoustic virial coefficient, and
B stands for the density second virial coefficient.

The results of this fitting are reported in Table 3, which also includes a comparison
with the data predicted by the AGA8-DC92 [14] and GERG-2008 [15,16] equations of state
using REFPROP software [20].

Table 3. Perfect gas–heat capacity ratio (γpg), perfect gas–heat capacities at constant volume (cpg
v )

and at constant pressure (cpg
p ), and second virial acoustic coefficients (βa) of the three biogas mixtures

with their corresponding relative expanded (k = 2) uncertainties and relative deviations of these
properties (∆Xr,EoS = (Xexp − XEoS)/XEoS) from the predicted values with AGA8-DC92 and GERG-
2008 equations of state.

Xexp Ur(Xexp)/% ∆Xr,AGA/% ∆Xr,GERG/%

Raw Biogas at T = 300.00 K

γpg 1.2958 0.13 −0.04 −0.03
cpg

v /J·mol−1·K−1 28.11 0.58 0.17 0.14
cpg

p /J·mol−1·K−1 36.42 0.59 0.13 0.11
βa/m3·mol−1 −641.7 × 10−7 0.78 −0.64 −1.8

Washed Biogas at T = 273.00 K

γpg 1.2958 0.13 −0.04 −0.03
cpg

v /J·mol−1·K−1 28.11 0.58 0.17 0.14
cpg

p /J·mol−1·K−1 36.42 0.59 0.13 0.11
βa/m3·mol−1 −641.7 × 10−7 0.78 −0.64 −1.8

Washed Biogas at T = 325.00 K

γpg 1.2883 0.18 0.04 0.05
cpg

v /J·mol−1·K−1 28.84 0.79 −0.19 −0.21
cpg

p /J·mol−1·K−1 37.16 0.81 −0.15 −0.17
βa/m3·mol−1 −399.9 × 10−7 1.4 −0.45 −1.4

Biomethane at T = 325.00 K

γpg 1.29282 0.076 −0.01 −0.01
cpg

v /J·mol−1·K−1 28.395 0.33 0.10 0.03
cpg

p /J·mol−1·K−1 36.709 0.34 0.09 0.03
βa/m3·mol−1 −224.7 × 10−7 3.9 −9.0 −7.7

4. Discussion

In order to complete the comparison between the experimental results and the data
calculated with the equations of state, Table 4 summarizes some statistical parameters, and
the deviations presented in Table 2 are depicted in Figure 2.

Table 4. Statistical parameters for the comparison between the experimental values of the speed of
sound and those calculated with the AGA8-DC92 and GERG-2008 equations of state.

Deviation from AGA/Parts in 106 Deviation from GERG/Parts in 106

AAD Bias RMS MaxD AAD Bias RMS MaxD

Raw Biogas at T = 300 K 167 167 175 234 128 128 133 161
Washed Biogas at T = 273 K 107 79 107 115 67 25 78 169
Washed Biogas at T = 325 K 105 −105 122 178 203 −203 210 269
Biomethane at T = 325 K 122 −122 137 205 74 −51 80 133
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Figure 2. Relative deviations of the speed of sound (∆wr,EoS = (wexp − wEoS)/wEoS) from the values
predicted by equations of state as a function of pressure: (a) AGA8-DC92 and (b) GERG-2008. Each
mixture and isotherm are represented with a different symbol: (#) raw biogas at T = 300 K; (♦) washed
biogas at T = 273 K; (∆) washed biogas at T = 325 K; (�) biomethane at T = 325 K.

According to the results of the comparison, the deviations are less than the uncertain-
ties of both the experimental data and the equations of state themselves. Nevertheless,
the trend of negative deviations at higher temperatures was also observed for this kind of
mixtures in a previous work [13]. In this limited range of study, both equations behave
similarly, as can be deduced from the results presented in Table 4.

On the other hand, the deviations of the experimental values from both equations of
state, as can be seen in Figure 2, shown a similar trend. However, the AGA8-DC92 equation
gives a maximum positive deviation of 243 parts in 106 for the “raw biogas” mixture at the
highest pressure versus a maximum positive deviation of 161 parts in 106 from GERG-2008
predictions for the same mixture under the same pressure. In terms of negative deviations,
the extreme values of deviations are −269 parts in 106 from GERG-2008 for the “washed
biogas” at p ~ 0.3 MPa and T = 325 K and −205 parts in 106 from AGA8-DC92 for the
“biomethane” sample at p ~ 0.6 MPa and T = 325 K.

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are few papers in the literature dealing with
this type of mixture. Ewing and Goodwin [8] measured the speed of sound of a natural gas
mixture using a spherical resonator. The methane mole fraction was close to 0.94, and these
data were obtained at T = 255 K in the pressure range of 0.064 to 6.1 MPa, with a standard
uncertainty in the speed of sound of 70 parts in 106. Their results were compared to six
equations of state (AGA8-85, AGA8-92, GERG-88, NGAS NIST, DDMIX, and Supertrapp),
and the lowest relative deviations were obtained from NGAS EoS, with differences between
−320 and +260 parts in 106 and within the uncertainty of the equation. These deviations
agree with our findings.

The speeds of sound of two natural gas mixtures with nominal molar compositions
({CH4 (0.884) + C2H6 (0.052) + N2 (0.032) + traces} and {CH4 (0.896) + C2H6 (0.084) + N2
(0.012) + traces}) at pressures between 12 and 70 MPa in the temperature range of 263 to
413 K were determined out by Labes et al. [9] with a pulse-echo technique, the estimated
uncertainty of which was 600 parts in 106. These results were used to test cubic EoS, chain
rotator EoS, SBR EoS, Lee–Kesler correlation, and AGA8 EoS. The best absolute average
deviations were obtained for AGA8 EoS (<0.7%). In this case, the pressure range is much
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larger than in the previous study, so greater experimental uncertainty and larger deviations
from predictions are to be expected.

Younglove et al. [10] measured the speeds of sound of four natural gases from Gulf
Coast, Amarillo, Statoil Dry Gas, and Statoil Statvordgass suppliers. A cylindrical resonator
with a standard uncertainty of 250 parts in 106 was used for the measurements, which were
extended to the temperature range of 250 to 350 K and pressures up to 10 MPa. Data were
compared to NGAS NIST and AGA8 EoS, agreeing both models within the range of model
uncertainty, except at the lowest isotherm, i.e., T = 250 K and above 5 MPa.

A synthetic five-component mixture ({CH4 (0.80) + N2 (0.10) + C2H6 (0.05) + C3H8
(0.03) + CO2 (0.02)}) was thermodynamically characterized by Costa-Gomes and Trusler [11]
through speed of sound measurements using a spherical resonator. The data were obtained
at temperatures from 250 to 350 K and pressures between 0.1 and 20 MPa with an uncer-
tainty in speed of sound of 300 parts in 106. The relative deviations of the AGA8 equation
of state were generally within 0.2%.

Ahmadi et al. [12] measured the density and speed of sound of a synthetic gas com-
prising seven components: {CH4 (0.879) + C2H6 (0.060) + C3H8 (0.020) + CO2 (0.020) + N2
(0.015) + C4H10 (0.003) + i-C4H10 (0.002)}. The speed of sound was obtained using a cylin-
drical acoustic cell working in ultrasonic spectra. They determined five isotherms between
323 K and 415 K at pressures up to 58 MPa. They observed an average deviation of 0.11%
from the values predicted by GERG-2008, with a maximum value of 0.6%. The average
deviation was within the uncertainty of the equation, but the temperature and pressure
ranges do not match ours.

In a previous work [13], a synthetic mixture of biogas ({CH4 (0.498) + CO2 (0.351) + N2
(0.100) + CO (0.005)}) was studied by measuring the speed of sound using the same
technique. These measurements were undertaken at p = 1–12 MPa and T = 273, 300, and
325 K with an average expanded (k = 2) relative uncertainty of 165 parts in 106. The
relative deviations of GERG-2008 predictions had a mean value of 0.06%, which is below
the uncertainty of the model; however, a particular trend was observed for the different
isotherms. At T = 273 K, GERG-2008 predicts higher values of speed of sound than the
experimental ones, and the discrepancies increase at high pressure, reaching a maximum
of 0.3% at p = 11.5 MPa; on the contrary, at T = 325 K, the model predicts lower values of
speed of sound up to −0.07% at the lowest pressure. When these results are compared with
those obtained for the real biogas samples studied in this work, smaller deviations from
the GERG-2008 equation are observed.

Finally, our experimental data were also fitted to a virial-type Equation (5). The root
mean square of the residuals is 31 parts in 106 for the raw biogas at T = 300 K, 84 parts in
106 for the washed biogas at T = 273 K, 17 parts in 106 for the washed biogas at T = 325 K,
and 56 parts in 106 for the biomethane mixture at T = 325 K, which are much lower than
the experimental uncertainty.

The parameters of the adjustment allow for estimation of the perfect gas–heat capacity
ratio, the perfect gas–heat capacities at constant volume and at constant pressure, and the
second virial acoustic coefficient (see Table 3). The average absolute relative deviation for
cpg

v and cpg
p is 0.12%, whereas the experimental expanded (k = 2) uncertainty estimated

by the Monte Carlo method [21] ranges from 0.33 to 0.81%, i.e., about three to eight times
larger than the AAD value. AGA8-DC92 and GERG-2008 equations of state show a better
agreement with the measurements.

On the other hand, the relative deviations of the second virial acoustic coefficient
from the values obtained with the two equations of state are not consistent within the
experimental uncertainty, and both models overestimate this coefficient. The disagreement
might be due to the pressure range of the measurements. The highest working pressure
of 0.9 MPa was imposed by the small amount of gas in the 5 L sample bottles supplied at
0.2 MPa after extraction from the biogas plant.
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5. Conclusions

Novel speed of sound measurements were performed for three different biogas mix-
tures: raw biogas obtained from digestors (methane: 60%); washed biogas collected after
the scrubbing unit (methane: 73%); and “biomethane” (methane 96%), which is the final
product ready to be injected in the gas grid. The samples are representative of key stages of
the biomethanation plant of Valdemingómez landfill, Madrid (Spain).

The data were obtained using a spherical resonator, which is one of the most accurate
techniques available to determine this important thermophysical property at temperatures
between 273 and 325 K and pressures up to 0.9 MPa. There is a lack of experimental data on
biogas mixtures in the literature; however, such data are crucial to determine the behavior
of such new energy gases and how the reference equations of state predict it.

That is why the experimental results were compared to AGA8-DC92 and GERG-
2008 equations of state, obtaining relative absolute average deviations (AAD) of 125 and
118 parts in 106 for the AGA8-DC92 and GERG-2008 EoS, respectively. These values are
less than both the uncertainties of the measurements and the models. The good agreement
between our experimental results and those predicted with both models allow us to deduce
the goodness of these equations in predicting the behavior of biogas for very different
compositions such as the three studies samples.

Finally, the experimental data were fitted to the acoustic virial equation truncated after
first order with an average root mean square value of the residuals lower than 47 parts in
106, which is much lower than the experimental uncertainty. The heat capacities as perfect
gas for the three mixtures were also calculated from the fitting, and our results were in
good agreement with the values predicted by AGA8-DC92 and GERG-2008.
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